HELLO, BEAUTIFUL!

FEMALE BEAUTY AWARDS 2019
THE 45 BEST BUYS OF THE YEAR

EXCLUSIVE!
YUKA MANNAMI
“THERE'S NO NEED TO COMPARE YOURSELF TO ANYONE ELSE”

HOT STYLE PICKS:
BOILER SUITS, GRAPHIC BAGS, NEONS, STRAPPY HEELS AND OCEAN-INSPIRED GEMS

WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A ROJAK MALAYSIAN

FEMALE YEARS
FASHION

21 FASHION BEAT
What’s hot this month: utilitarian boiler suits, a patchwork revival and sexy, strappy heels.

31 STYLE EDIT: ABSTRACT ATTENTION
Embrace maximalism with these vibrant handbags to complement your looks.

32 STYLE HACK: SHOULDER TO SHOULDER
Elevate your style personality with this season’s must-have off-shoulder pieces in three different ways.

36 COLOUR CRASH COURSE: POSH NEUTRAL
Make way for Pantone’s Soybean – a versatile pastel to suit your everyday staples.

38 STYLEPHILE: UPBEAT STYLE
Play by fashion influencer Marisa Soraya’s OOTD rules and discover new ways in silhouette mixing.

44 FASHION SPREAD: INTO THE DREAMLAND
It’s time to up the ante with this month’s cover girl: New York-based Japanese model, Yuka Mannami, who dons the trendiest accents and flowy, romantic pieces to get you through a whimsical adventure.
BEAUTY

65 BEAUTY BEAT
Find out how to sort out your pore problems, turn up the glow on your skin, get the most out of your fragrances and our Fashion & Beauty Writer’s picks.

74 BEAUTY INSIDER: IRINA’S ALLURE
We talk to Russian beauty, Irina Shayk on her role as the face of Jean Paul Gaultier’s latest fragrance.

77 COLOUR CRUSH: INTO THE WOODS
Pantone’s Deep Jungle is the colour to try this month if you’re looking to change it up in the makeup department.

80 HOT HAIR: TO DYE FOR
Rock a new killer look with dip-dyed tresses. Look to this page for inspo!

82 BEAUTY FEATURE: FREE TO BE ME
Four Malaysian beauties of multicultural roots share what their mixed-race identity means to them.

89 FEMALE BEAUTY AWARDS 2019
It’s that time of the year again when we reveal to you which beauty products, among this year’s 45 categories, won our (and your) nod of approval.

THE RESULTS ARE OUT NOW!

LOVE!
This fun eyeshadow palette brings you endless possibilities when it comes to playing up your peepers any time of the day.